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(54) WIRELESS TRAIN CONTROL SYSTEM

(57) To provide a wireless train control system that
can perform a stable operation. The wireless train control
system controls a wireless-control compliant train 41 fol-
lowing a wireless-control noncompliant train 42 by a
ground control device 10. A stop limit point of the wire-
less-control compliant train 41 is set by a track circuit in
which a tail end position of the wireless-control noncom-
pliant train 42 is present. By using a track-circuit state
signal indicating that the track circuit is turned on or
turned off and a time-element-added track-circuit state
signal indicating turn-off at a timing delayed by a set time
after the track-circuit state signal has indicated turn-off,
when the track-circuit state signal indicates turn-off and
the time-element-added track-circuit state signal indi-
cates turn-on, it is determined that turn-off indicated by
the track-circuit state signal is caused by the wire-
less-control compliant train 41 that is a train itself being
present, and the stop limit point is not updated.
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Description

Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a wireless train
control system in which wireless-control compliant trains
and wireless-control noncompliant trains coexist.

Background

[0002] In a wireless train control system referred to as
"communication based train control (CBTC)", train oper-
ation is controlled by communication between a wireless-
control compliant train and a ground control device. In
such a wireless train control system, a point at which a
margin distance is ensured with respect to a tail end po-
sition of a preceding train is set as a stop limit point of
the wireless-control compliant train. However, if a wire-
less-control compliant train and a wireless-control non-
compliant train coexist on the same track, the ground
control device cannot acknowledge the tail end position
of the preceding train, which is the wireless-control non-
compliant train. Therefore, in a conventional wireless
train control system, it has been difficult to operate the
wireless-control compliant train and the wireless-control
noncompliant train in a state where they coexist on the
same track.
[0003] Patent Literature 1 as a conventional technique
has an object of realizing a wireless train control system
in which a wireless-control compliant train and a wireless-
control noncompliant train coexist, and discloses a tech-
nique related to "an automatic train control device includ-
ing a ground control device 10 that calculates a stop tar-
get position 22 of a train, and on-vehicle control devices
1a and 1b that receive the stop target position 22 trans-
mitted from the ground control device 10 to calculate
speed control patterns 31 and 32 and control the speed
of the train, wherein on train lines, a radio-equipped train
6 that wirelessly transmits a train ID/train position 21 to
the ground control device 10 and a wireless non-mounted
train 7 coexist, and the ground control device 10 controls
on-rail train information 15 acquired from respective track
circuits, the train ID/train position 21, train IDs, and train
types in association with each other, calculates stop
track-circuit information 23, and calculates the stop target
position 22 with respect to the wireless mounted trains 6".

Citation List

Patent Literature

[0004] International Publication No. WO2011/021544

Summary

Technical Problem

[0005] However, according to the conventional tech-

nique described above, transmission delay in the wire-
less train control system has not been taken into consid-
eration. Therefore, there is a problem that the current
position of a train is recognized erroneously, which may
cause a trouble for a stable operation of the wireless train
control system.
[0006] The present invention has been achieved in
view of the above, and an object of the present invention
is to provide a wireless train control system that can per-
form a stable operation.

Solution to Problem

[0007] To solve the above problem and achieve the
object, a wireless train control system according to the
present invention controls a wireless-control compliant
train following a wireless-control noncompliant train by a
ground control device. A stop limit point of the wireless-
control compliant train is set by a track circuit in which a
tail end position of the wireless-control noncompliant train
is present. And by using a track-circuit state signal indi-
cating that the track circuit is turned on or turned off and
a time-element-added track-circuit state signal indicating
turn-off at a timing delayed by a set time after the track-
circuit state signal has indicated turn-off, when the track-
circuit state signal indicates turn-off and the time-ele-
ment-added track-circuit state signal indicates turn-on, it
is determined that turn-off indicated by the track-circuit
state signal is caused by the wireless-control compliant
train that is a train itself being present, and the stop limit
point is not updated.

Advantageous Effects of Invention

[0008] According to the present invention, there is an
effect where it is possible to obtain a wireless train control
system that can perform a stable operation.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0009]

FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating an example of a con-
figuration of a wireless train control system according
to an embodiment.
FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating a stop limit point of a
wireless-control compliant train in the wireless train
control system according to the present embodi-
ment.
FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating an actual on-rail po-
sition and a recognized on-rail position of the wire-
less-control compliant train in the present embodi-
ment.
FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating an example of a track-
circuit state signal TR and a time-element-added
track-circuit state signal TR-X in the embodiment.
FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating an example of gen-
eration and update operations of a stop limit point to
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be performed by a train control unit of a ground con-
trol device in the wireless train control system ac-
cording to the embodiment.
FIG. 6 is a flowchart illustrating an example of sub-
processes to be performed at S15 in FIG. 5.
FIG. 7 is a diagram illustrating an example of a re-
lation between a block number at a branch point and
a track circuit in the embodiment.
FIG. 8 is a diagram illustrating an example of a gen-
eral configuration of hardware to realize the ground
control device of the wireless train control system
according to the embodiment.

Description of Embodiments

[0010] A wireless train control system according to an
embodiment of the present invention will be described in
detail below with reference to the accompanying draw-
ings. The present invention is not limited to the embodi-
ment.

Embodiment.

[0011] FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating an example of a
configuration of a wireless train control system according
to an embodiment of the present invention. The wireless
train control system illustrated in FIG. 1 includes a ground
control device 10, a network 20, and wireless base sta-
tions 31 and 32, to control a wireless-control compliant
train 41. The wireless-control compliant train 41 and a
wireless-control noncompliant train 42 travel on a track
50. The wireless-control noncompliant train 42 is a pre-
ceding train of the wireless-control compliant train 41.
The track 50 is divided into a section A between a point
"a" and a point "b", a section B between the point "b" and
a point "c", and a section C between the point "c" and a
point "d". A relay 51A is disposed in the section A, a relay
51B is disposed in the section B, and a relay 51C is dis-
posed in the section C. A track-circuit-state information
acquisition device 52 acquires track-circuit state informa-
tion indicating whether the relays 51A, 51B, and 51C are
turned on or off, and transmits the acquired track-circuit
state information to the ground control device 10. In FIG.
1, the wireless-control compliant train 41 is in the section
A, and the wireless-control noncompliant train 42 is in
the section C. The wireless-control compliant train 41 is
a train whose operation is controlled by the ground control
device 10 compliant the wireless train control system,
and the wireless-control noncompliant train 42 is a train
that does not support the wireless train control system.
A track circuit is provided on each in the respective sec-
tions A, B, and C.
[0012] The ground control device 10 includes a train
control unit 11, a position-information reception unit 12,
a control-information transmission unit 13, and a track-
circuit-state information reception unit 14. The position-
information reception unit 12 receives position informa-
tion of the wireless-control compliant train 41 from the

wireless base stations 31 and 32 via the network 20 and
outputs the pieces of position information to the train con-
trol unit 11. The position information of the wireless-con-
trol compliant train 41 is indicated by a block number
obtained by dividing the track 50 and the position thereof
in the block for each of a top position and a tail end po-
sition of the wireless-control compliant train 41. The
track-circuit-state information reception unit 14 receives
and outputs the track-circuit state information of the track
50 to the train control unit 11. The train control unit 11
generates control information of the wireless-control
compliant train 41 by using the position information of
the wireless-control compliant train 41 output from the
position-information reception unit 12 and the track-cir-
cuit state information of the wireless-control compliant
train 41 output from the track-circuit-state information re-
ception unit 14 and outputs the control information to the
control-information transmission unit 13. The control-in-
formation transmission unit 13 transmits the control in-
formation of the wireless-control compliant train 41 output
from the train control unit 11 to the wireless-control com-
pliant train 41 from the wireless base stations 31 and 32
via the network 20.
[0013] In this manner, the ground control device 10
can acquire the position information of the wireless-con-
trol compliant train 41 via the network 20 and the wireless
base station 31, but cannot acquire the position informa-
tion of the wireless-control noncompliant train 42 by wire-
less communication. Therefore, the ground control de-
vice 10 generates a stop limit point based on the wireless-
control noncompliant train 42 by using the track circuit of
the track 50, without depending on the wireless commu-
nication. That is, the track circuit of the section C is turned
off because the wireless-control noncompliant train 42 is
on the rail therein. Therefore, the ground control device
10 generates or updates the stop limit point designating
the point c as a base point, which is a boundary of the
section C on the side of the wireless-control compliant
train 41. The stop limit point is indicated by the block
number obtained by dividing the track 50 and a distance
from the boundary in the block indicated by the block
number.
[0014] FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating a stop limit point
of the wireless-control compliant train 41 in the wireless
train control system according to the embodiment. The
track circuit of the section C is turned off due to the pres-
ence of the wireless-control non- compliant train 42, and
the track circuit of the section B is turned on. The ground
control device 10 acknowledges that the wireless-control
noncompliant train 42 is on the rail in the section C by
using the track circuit of the track 50 and the position
information by the wireless communication. The stop limit
point of the wireless-control compliant train 41 is set at
a position ensuring a margin distance from the point c,
which is a boundary of the section B being turned on and
the section C being turned off. That is, the stop limit point
of the wireless-control compliant train 41 is present in the
section B, and the wireless-control compliant train 41 can
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travel up to the stop limit point in the section B.
[0015] However, a transmission delay occurs in the
wireless train control system illustrated in FIG. 1. Specif-
ically, a transmission delay occurs in any of the trans-
mission between the ground control device 10 and the
network 20, between the network 20 and the wireless
base stations 31 and 32, and between the wireless base
stations 31 and 32 and the wireless-control compliant
train 41. If such a transmission delay occurs, a deviation
occurs between the on-rail position of the wireless-con-
trol compliant train 41 recognized by the ground control
device 10 and the actual on-rail position of the wireless-
control compliant train 41. The transmission delay time
is decided based on the specification of the wireless train
control system and is estimated to be about 3 seconds.
[0016] FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating an actual on-rail
position and a recognized on-rail position of the wireless-
control compliant train 41 in the present embodiment.
The wireless-control compliant train 41 in FIG. 3 just en-
ters the section B over the point b. However, due to the
transmission delay of the wireless train control system,
the ground control device 10 recognizes that the position
of the wireless-control compliant train 41 is at a position
of a wireless-control compliant train 41a before entering
the section B. The track circuit is turned off due to en-
trance of the wireless-control compliant train 41 into the
section B. However, the ground control device 10 deter-
mines that the wireless-control noncompliant train is in
the section B because there is no position information
corresponding to the section B, and generates the stop
limit point designating the point b as a base point so that
the wireless-control compliant train 41a does not enter
the section B where the track circuit has been turned off.
Accordingly, a stop limit point, which is in front of the
original point, is transmitted to the wireless-control com-
pliant train 41, and because the actual on-rail position of
the wireless-control compliant train 41 has passed the
stop limit point, the wireless-control compliant train 41 is
brought to an emergency stop.
[0017] In this manner, on the track 50 where the wire-
less-control compliant train 41 and the wireless-control
noncompliant train 42 coexist, the position of the wire-
less-control noncompliant train 42 is acknowledged by
the track circuit to decide the stop limit point of the wire-
less-control compliant train 41. However, if a transmis-
sion delay occurs in the wireless train control system, the
ground control device 10 erroneously recognizes the po-
sition of the wireless-control compliant train 41, and the
wireless-control compliant train 41 is brought to an emer-
gency stop due to the track circuit turned off in the section
B due to the train itself. That is, if a transmission delay
occurs, there is a problem that the stop limit point is up-
dated by the track circuit turned off by the train itself to
cause an emergency stop.
[0018] Therefore, in the present embodiment, a track-
circuit state signal TR being information indicating that
the track circuit is turned on or off, and a time-element-
added track-circuit state signal TR-X in which a time el-

ement is provided in the track circuit state are used. FIG.
4 is a diagram illustrating an example of the track-circuit
state signal TR and the time-element-added track-circuit
state signal TR-X in the embodiment. In FIG. 4, first, when
the track-circuit state signal TR is turned off, counting of
the time elements of the time-element-added track-circuit
state signal TR-X is started. When the counting of the
time elements of the time-element-added track-circuit
state signal TR-X has reached a set time, the time-ele-
ment-added track-circuit state signal TR-X is turned off.
The set time is the maximum transmission delay time
when the ground control device 10 acquires the position
information of the wireless-control compliant train 41,
which is decided depending on the specification of the
wireless train control system. The timing to turn on the
time-element-added track-circuit state signal TR-X may
be the same as the timing at which the track-circuit state
signal TR is turned on. The time-element-added track-
circuit state signal TR-X is controlled by the ground con-
trol device 10. However, because the time-element-add-
ed track-circuit state signal TR-X is paired with the track-
circuit state signal TR, such a configuration that the time-
element-added track-circuit state signal TR-X is control-
led by the track-circuit-state information acquisition de-
vice 52 and transmitted to the ground control device 10
may be adopted.
[0019] As illustrated in FIG. 4, when the time-element-
added track-circuit state signal TR-X is introduced, while
as illustrated in FIG. 3, the track-circuit state signal TR
is turned off immediately after the wireless-control com-
pliant train 41 enters the section B and until the set time,
the time-element-added track-circuit state signal TR-X is
turned on. In this manner, when a condition to refer to
the time-element-added track-circuit state signal TR-X is
established and the track-circuit state signal TR is turned
off, and the time-element-added track-circuit state signal
TR-X is turned on, it is determined that turn-off of the
track-circuit state signal TR is caused by the train itself,
and the stop limit point is not updated. According to the
present embodiment, it can be prevented that the stop
limit point is updated by the track circuit turned off by the
train itself to bring the train to an emergency stop. Ref-
erence to the time-element-added track-circuit state sig-
nal TR-X may be made when the ground control device
10 generates the stop limit point with respect to the wire-
less-control compliant train 41, and the track-circuit state
signal TR is turned off in front of the previous stop limit
point. Further, it suffices that, by referring to a railway-
track information database provided in the ground control
device 10 and converting the sequence or the position
information of the block in the route and the track circuit
into kilometrage, it is determined whether the train is in
front of the previous stop limit point according to the kil-
ometrage.
[0020] FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating an example of
generation and update operations of the stop limit point
to be performed by the train control unit 11 of the ground
control device 10 in the wireless train control system ac-
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cording to the embodiment. The block described with ref-
erence to FIG. 5 is a section obtained by dividing the
track finely, and the respective sections illustrated in FIG.
1 are constituted by a plurality of blocks. First, the train
control unit 11 selects a route to be transmitted to the
wireless-control compliant train 41 (S11). At this time,
the stop limit point is set to a position designating a route
end being the farthermost block end in a traveling direc-
tion as a base point. Next, the train control unit 11 selects
a block one ahead of the block at the top position of the
wireless-control compliant train 41, among the route se-
lected at S11 (S12). That is, the train control unit 11 se-
lects a block which the wireless-control compliant train
41 enters next. The block being selected that is selected
here is described as a block being selected.
[0021] Next, the train control unit 11 determines wheth-
er there is on-rail information of another train in the block
being selected (S13). The on-rail information here is in-
formation indicating whether another wireless-control
compliant train is present in the wireless train control sys-
tem. That is, at S13, it is determined whether another
wireless-control compliant train is present in the block
being selected. If there is on-rail information of another
train including the block being selected (YES at S13),
another wireless-control compliant train is present in the
block. Therefore, the train control unit 11 generates a
stop limit point according to the on-rail information (S14),
updates the stop limit point by the generated stop limit
point (S18), and the process is ended. If there is no on-
rail information of another train including the block being
selected (NO at S13), the train control unit 11 performs
a stop-limit-point generation trial process by the track cir-
cuit (S15). Subprocesses at S15 are described later.
[0022] Next, the train control unit 11 determines wheth-
er the stop limit point has already been generated by the
track circuit (S16). That is, the train control unit 11 deter-
mines whether a stop limit point has been generated by
the track circuit by the process at S15. If the stop limit
point has been generated by the track circuit (YES at
S16), the train control unit 11 updates the stop limit point
by the generated stop limit point (S18) and the process
is ended. If the stop limit point has not been generated
yet by the track circuit (NO at S16), the train control unit
11 selects a block one ahead of the block being selected
as a block being selected and the process returns to S13
(S17). Thereafter, the processes after S13 are performed
with respect to the block set as the block being selected
at S17. If the stop limit point has not been generated by
either the on-rail information or the track circuit and check
of all the blocks in the selected route has finished, the
position designating the route end set initially as a base
point at S11 becomes the stop limit point.
[0023] FIG. 6 is a flowchart illustrating an example of
the subprocesses to be performed at S15 in FIG. 5. First,
the train control unit 11 determines whether the track
circuit in the block being selected is turned off (S21). If
the track circuit in the block being selected is not turned
off (NO at S21), that is, in the case of being turned on,

there is no train in the block, and the process is ended
without generating the stop limit point.
[0024] If the track circuit in the block being selected is
turned off (YES at S21), the train control unit 11 deter-
mines whether the block being selected is a track circuit
same as the track circuit allocated to a block in which the
wireless-control compliant train 41 is present (S22). If the
block being selected is a track circuit same as the track
circuit allocated to the block in which the wireless-control
compliant train 41 is present (YES at S22), the process
is ended without generating the stop limit point. This is
because, as described below, the block being selected
is not appropriate as a block in which the stop limit point
is to be generated.
[0025] FIG. 7 is a diagram illustrating an example of a
relation between a block number at a branch point and
a track circuit in the embodiment. In FIG. 7, a track divided
into block numbers [B1001], [B1002], [B1003], [B1004],
and [B1005] is illustrated, and a track circuit T1 is pro-
vided in the block number [B1001], and a track circuit T2
is provided in the block numbers [B1002], [B1003],
[B1004], and [B1005]. The track illustrated in FIG. 7
branches to a route entering from [B1002] to [B1003] and
a route entering from [B1002] to [B1005]. In this manner,
one track circuit may be allocated over a plurality of
blocks. Only one train can be present in the track circuit
including the branch. Therefore, in this case, a train is
present in the section of the block number [B1002], and
it is understood that, when the track circuit T2 is turned
off, the train itself is present in the track circuit T2. There-
fore, as described above, if the block being selected is a
track circuit same as the track circuit allocated to the block
in which the wireless-control compliant train 41 is present
(YES at S22), the process is ended without generating
the stop limit point. The correspondence relation between
the block and the track circuit is stored in the route infor-
mation database provided in the ground control device
10.
[0026] If the block being selected is a track circuit dif-
ferent from the track circuit allocated to the block in which
the wireless-control compliant train 41 is present (NO at
S22), the train control unit 11 determines whether the
track circuit allocated to the block being selected is the
same as the track circuit memorized as being used for
generation of the stop limit point or is in front of the mem-
orized track circuit (S23). If the track circuit allocated to
the block being selected is the same as the track circuit
memorized as being used for generation of the stop limit
point or is in front of the memorized track circuit (YES at
S23), the process proceeds to S25. If the track circuit
allocated to the block being selected is different from the
track circuit memorized as being used for generation of
the stop limit point and is not in front of the memorized
track circuit (NO at S23), the train control unit 11 tempo-
rarily generates a stop limit point, designating the track
circuit end as a base point, and determines whether the
stop limit point is in front of the previous stop limit point
(S24). In the case where the wireless-control compliant
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train 41 initially generates a stop limit point, there is no
track circuit memorized as being used for generation of
the stop limit point. Therefore, in this case, the train con-
trol unit 11 determines that the track circuit allocated to
the block being selected is different from the track circuit
memorized as being used for generation of the stop limit
point and the process proceeds to S24 (NO at S23). Fur-
ther, when there is no preceding train, there is no track
circuit memorized as being used for generation of the
stop limit point. Therefore, in this case, the train control
unit 11 determines that the track circuit allocated to the
block being selected is different from the track circuit
memorized as being used for generation of the stop limit
point (NO at S23).
[0027] If the stop limit point temporarily generated by
designating the track circuit end as a base point is in front
of the previous stop limit point (YES at S24), there is a
possibility that the train itself causes turn-off of the track-
circuit state signal TR. Therefore, the process proceeds
to S25, and the train control unit 11 determines whether
the time-element-added track-circuit state signal TR-X
of the track circuit is turned off (S25). At S25, if the time-
element-added track-circuit state signal TR-X is turned
on, the train control unit 11 determines that the train itself
causes the turn-off of the track-circuit state signal TR. If
the time-element-added track-circuit state signal TR-X is
turned off, the train control unit 11 determines that the
turn-off of the track-circuit state signal TR is caused not
by the train itself but by another train. If the time-element-
added track-circuit state signal TR-X is not turned off (NO
at S25), the train itself causes the turn-off of the track-
circuit state signal TR, and thus the process is ended
without updating the stop limit point. If the time-element-
added track-circuit state signal TR-X is turned off (YES
at S25), the train control unit 11 generates a stop limit
point by the track circuit (S26), and memorizes that the
track circuit is used for generation of the stop limit point,
that is, updates the memory of generation of the stop limit
point by the track circuit (S27), and the process is ended.
At S24, if the stop limit point temporarily generated by
designating the track circuit end allocated to the block
being selected as a base point is not in front of the pre-
vious stop limit point (NO at S24), the train control unit
11 generates a stop limit point by the track circuit (S26),
that is, adopts the stop limit point temporarily generated
at S24 as the stop limit point, and memorizes that this
track circuit is used for generation of the stop limit point,
that is, updates the memory of generation of the stop limit
point by the track circuit (S27), and the process is ended.
Also, when there is no previous stop limit point, the proc-
ess branches to NO at S24, and the train control unit 11
generates a stop limit point by the track circuit (S26), and
memorizes that this track circuit is used for generation
of the stop limit point, that is, updates the memory of
generation of the stop limit point by the track circuit (S27),
and the process is ended.
[0028] As described above, according to the present
embodiment, it can be prevented that the wireless-control

compliant train generates a stop limit point that is not
accurate by a track circuit that has been turned off by the
train itself, to bring the wireless-control compliant train to
an emergency stop by the stop limit point. Therefore, a
wireless train control system that can perform a stable
operation can be acquired. Further, by preventing an un-
intended emergency stop of the wireless-control compli-
ant train from occurring, an occurrence of power con-
sumption due to the emergency stop and recovery there-
from can be prevented, thereby leading to low power con-
sumption.
[0029] In the present embodiment described above,
the ground control device 10 includes at least a proces-
sor, a memory, a receiver, and a transmitter, and oper-
ations of the respective devices can be realized by soft-
ware. FIG. 8 is a diagram illustrating an example of a
general configuration of hardware to realize the ground
control device 10 of the wireless train control system ac-
cording to the present embodiment. The device illustrat-
ed in FIG. 8 includes a processor 61, a memory 62, a
receiver 63, and a transmitter 64. The processor 61 uses
received data to perform calculation and control by the
software. The memory 62 memorizes received data, re-
quired data when the processor 61 performs the calcu-
lation and control, and the software. The receiver 63 cor-
responds to the position-information reception unit 12
and the track-circuit-state information reception unit 14,
and is an interface to receive the position information and
the track-circuit state information. The transmitter 64 cor-
responds to the control-information transmission unit 13,
and is an interface to transmit the control information.
The processor 61, the memory 62, the receiver 63, and
the transmitter 64 may be respectively provided in plural.
[0030] In the above descriptions, it is assumed that the
wireless-control noncompliant train 42 as a preceding
train does not travel backward. If the ground control de-
vice 10 recognizes that the wireless-control noncompli-
ant train 42 as a preceding train travels backward, the
ground control device 10 immediately turns off the time-
element-added track-circuit state signal TR-X. By moni-
toring the track-circuit state information, the ground con-
trol device 10 determines whether turn-off or turn-on of
the track circuit is incorrect. As an example, when a
traveling direction of the track 50 is set by the system, if
a track circuit in an opposite direction to the permitted
traveling direction is abruptly turned off, the ground con-
trol device 10 determines that the turn-off is incorrect. In
this manner, backward travel of the wireless-control non-
compliant train as a preceding train can be recognized
by detecting incorrect turn-off in the track-circuit state
information. Further, also when the ground control device
10 determines that the track circuit turned off due to a
fault of the track circuit is incorrect turn-off, the ground
control device 10 immediately turns off the time-element-
added track-circuit state signal TR-X. Monitoring of the
track-circuit state information and control of the time-el-
ement-added track-circuit state signal TR-X may be per-
formed by the track-circuit-state information acquisition
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device 52.
[0031] In the present embodiment, at the time of star-
tup of the ground control device 10, the time-element-
added track-circuit state signal TR-X is turned off to pre-
vent entrance of a train into a range in which there may
be another train. When the track-circuit-state information
acquisition device 52 controls the time-element-added
track-circuit state signal TR-X, it suffices that the time-
element-added track-circuit state signal TR-X is turned
off at the time of startup of the track-circuit-state informa-
tion acquisition device 52.
[0032] The configurations described in the above em-
bodiment are only examples of the content of the present
invention. The configurations can be combined with other
well-known techniques, and a part of each configuration
can be omitted or modified without departing from the
scope of the present invention.

Reference Signs List

[0033] 10 ground control device, 11 train control unit,
12 position-information reception unit, 13 control-infor-
mation transmission unit, 14 track-circuit-state informa-
tion reception unit, 20 network, 31, 32 wireless base sta-
tion, 41, 41a wireless-control compliant train, 42 wireless-
control noncompliant train, 50 track, 51A, 51B, 51C relay,
52 track-circuit-state information acquisition device, 61
processor, 62 memory, 63 receiver, 64 transmitter.

Claims

1. A wireless train control system to control a wireless-
control compliant train following a wireless-control
noncompliant train by a ground control device,
wherein
a stop limit point of the wireless-control compliant
train is set by a track circuit in which a tail end position
of the wireless-control noncompliant train is present,
and
by using a track-circuit state signal indicating that
the track circuit is turned on or turned off and a time-
element-added track-circuit state signal indicating
turn-off at a timing delayed by a set time after the
track-circuit state signal has indicated turn-off, when
the track-circuit state signal indicates turn-off and
the time-element-added track-circuit state signal in-
dicates turn-on, it is determined that turn-off indicat-
ed by the track-circuit state signal is caused by the
wireless-control compliant train that is a train itself
being present, and the stop limit point is not updated.

2. The wireless train control system according to claim
1, wherein the set time is a maximum transmission
delay time when the ground control device acquires
position information of the wireless-control compliant
train.

3. The wireless train control system according to claim
1, wherein when having detected incorrect turn-off
of the track circuit, the ground control device turns
off the time-element-added track-circuit state signal.
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